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Abstract

Network coverage is very important. Companies find many problems
to find an accurate place to locate the antenna/cell-tower.This happens
according to network coverage and many other aspects such as population,
network traffic and distance between any other antenna,..etc . The process
is done by getting the images required. After that we make the required
extraction features such as distance between each building, height of the
buildings ..etc.Also,by using a dataset for population and network traffic.
According to this calculations the proposed project must decide which the
accurate place to deploy it without having any failure.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Nowadays, mobile network coverage is growing fast. So cell tower stations need
to be placed in the correct location not to be manually placed or fixed. As
manual placing causes long time for repairing. Another huge issue is determin-
ing the place to allocate the cell tower due to the high buildings that makes
signal block or placing a cell-tower in a place which have no events or users.But
the network workers do not have the enough knowledge to know the correct
location for the cell-tower. These days, Network Operations Center (NOC) is a
centralized location where can supervise, monitor and maintain client network.
The NOC is a central point for software distribution, updating and network
troubleshooting. NOC is helping to monitor infrastructure capacity and health.
But if anything is flagged by the NOC, the team can work to solve the issue
manually as the network workers go and see the issue in the location which
takes a long time to repair. In our proposed project, we need to focus on us-
ing machines only as knowing the right place for allocating a new cell tower
by having a good network without losing any data by the coverage holes. It is
depending on the location to choose the highest buildings to avoid any blocks or
holes between the signals. If we are having any issue in the Network, we should
know in which place the network is needed more and try to fix it by focusing
to replace humans by machines. Further,There are some properties we should
focus on it like the coverage holes which is each two antennas have a suitable
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distance to be connected between each other and do not have any blocks due
to microwaves transmissions. Finally, to know the place you want to deploy the
antenna in according to the network coverage in the place, population, distance
between the antennas, height,distance and the spacing between buildings.After
finishing these properties by using geographical information system (GIS) for
taking the decision by using machine learning .

1.2 Motivation

In the market need we try to do our best to switch anything manually to auto-
mated approaches system. Also not to have human beings who detect and take
the decision even if it was right or wrong place to put the antenna, without any
testing or experiments about even if this place will harm the users surrounded
it or it will cover a high percents of users around it or it will low percents of
users. Our proposed system will help to detect the exact/proper type of base
station which will cover the required place without any coverage holes. Also
it makes choosing the correct place for antenna easier and faster and trans-
mission type than manually detection of all that requirements. Academic need
the researchers try to use Geographical Information System(GIS) and Machine
learning to choose the proper location for the antenna with respect to the ac-
cepted distance between antennas with suitable power use and school,building
crowded with people to reduce it’s harmful effect on human bodies.

1.3 Problem Definitions

Our proposed system aims to find the finest locations to deploy cell towers.
This aim can be fulfilled by an approach of several procedures. At first, we will
use image processing to extract the features and GIS to get building altitudes
and measure spaces between buildings,height and network coverage. Also to
know the location actually by using the GIS. Then we will build up a model,
its inputs will be the power use that may have danger on the people who lives
in this place. Also by deploying the cell towers without having coverage holes
between each two of them and information extracted from image processing. Its
output will be the place where the cell-tower will reside by machine learning.

2 Project Description

2.1 Objective

The project main aim is to make the deployment of the cell tower more easier
and automated without the interference of the human being. There are mul-
tiple struggles in placing the cell tower as it cost the companies so much to
detect the great location. Several algorithms are used before to recognise the
best tower locations such as Greedy approach then by ratio Heuristics and fi-
nally by Genetic algorithm, According to the paper Algorithmic Approach For
Strategic Cell Tower Placement []. Now we use the image processing to extract
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the features, then use GIS to get some measurements needed to know the best
location. The Location is also decided according to the network coverage in the
area and the population.

2.2 Scope

The proposed system aims to find the finest places to deploy cell-towers.

2.3 Project Overview

The project aim is to find the best location for placing an antenna, by finding the
best building with the best dimensions and network coverage, by using image
processing to extract features. After that we make some measurements such as
(Distance between buildings, population of the location, distance between the
building and the base station and network coverage from this building ) by using
GIS Also the system after deciding which building to place in it the antenna by
machine learning.

3 Similar System Information

3.1 Similar System Description

Hammad Hafiz, Harjeet Aulakh and Kaamran Raahemifar [1] proposed this
research for automated approach of cell tower placement as cellular network
are growing fast , They need to increase the coverage and quality of service. As
manual cell tower placement is time consuming , subject to error and inefficiency
results. They uses Bound and Branch Algorithm to solve this problem and try
to automated placement approach. They detect this parameters to work on
the algorithm as a: The squared space area , b: The mobile terminals (users)
as nodes, c: Heterogeneous network, d: Applications nodes (AP) as cluster
header (CH), e: A node x is considered to be a neighbor of another node y if x
lies within the transmission range of y, and f: The neighbors of a CH become
members of that cluster and can no longer be executed in algorithm after one
node has chosen as CH. Program is more generic and performance efficient.

The Authors HaiderKadhimHoomod , Intisar Al-Mejibli ,Abbas IssaJabboory[2]The
Researchers proposed this paper to guarantee the efficient quality of service
that is includes adequate coverage and good call quality with minimum cost.
the main problem is that increasing in utilization of cell phones and number
of cell phone users in rural and urban areas has requested the network special-
ists to grow their scope to cover all spots In wireless communication system,
the cell towers distribution requires effort such as network planning and cost
as it needs expensive equipment’s like Global Positioning System (GPS). This
proposed paper is depending on the technique of Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
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neural network with effective modification and used suitable model of path loss
propagation. It clusters the subscribers (nodes) by using optimized clustering
technique to find minimum appropriate number of cell towers and optimizing
their distribution. The Important parameters for the algorithm are coverage
area and interference depend upon the locations of these cell towers. The algo-
rithm, also the algorithm takes into its consideration received power and path
loss for each subscriber .

Abdullah Al-Sahly, Mohammad Mehedi ,Hassan Majed Al-Rubaian , Muham-
mad Al-Qurishi [3] The Researchers proposed this paper for the need for more
base stations to cover the highly need mobile connectivity. The main Prob-
lem is that the side effects of the base station by Radio Frequency (RF) waves
to establish communication among users. The RF waves are harmful for the
human beings if absorbed by the tissue, Some common disease the faces peo-
ple who are nearby the base station without the accepted distance they face
Headaches, Discomfort and Anxiety. The researchers try to use GIS to map the
accepted distance between building and base stations. As in consideration of
RF radiation the system helps you to find the safe area .

3.2 Comparison with Proposed Project

Comparison System
Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Our Proposed Pa-

per

Method Using Bound and
Branch algorithm

Global Positioning
System (GPS)

Geographical Infor-
mation System

Image Process-
ing+Machine
learning

Accuracy Not Mentioned Not Mentioned Not Mentioned -

Data-sets Not Mentioned GPS Maps GIS Maps , Data-
set Contains: data
collected, processed
and stored

Satellite Imagery
and Population
dataset
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3.3 Screen Shots from previous systems (if needed)

4 Project Management and Deliverable

4.1 Tasks and Time Plan

4.2 Budget and Resource Costs

4.3 Supportive Documents
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Figure 1: Overview
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Figure 2: Figure 3 : Task and Time Plan
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